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Outline

•Adding Z’ to SM, usual approach

•Adding Z’ to SM, “effective” approach

•Simple UV completion

•Flavour and other (non-)issues

•DM

•One collider application
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The SM has simple construction

•Renormalizable field theory
•Small gauge groups 
•Chiral matter in fundamental reps.
•No anomalies, FCNC’s, B or L number violation

Perhaps new physics copies SM 

Focus on new         gauge group

Introduction

U(1)�
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Introduction

Easy to add a new U(1)�

Introduce a new vector and a Higgs:     , Z � φ

Couplings to SM fields?

Flavour universal couplings: anomalies, new heavy chiral 
fermions, non-standard representations

Flavour non-universal couplings: complicates Yukawa 
textures, makes some couplings non-renormalizable, forbids 
CKM entries
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Effective Z’ approach

Leave the SM as intact as possible

This ruins one of the nicest elements of the SM, which is that it can can account for the

familiar properties and interactions of quarks and leptons entirely through renormalizable

couplings. Is it possible to extend the theory to include an apparently exotic new gauge field

– a leptophobic Z
�
for example, or one with flavor-violating couplings – without spoiling this

feature?

As we shall explore, such an extension is possible by employing “effective” Z
�
s - Z

�
s that

only pick up effective charges to SM fields through non-renormalizable operators. We will

argue that simple UV realizations can be constructed, and that these scenarios offer rich

possibilities for Z
�
phenomenology.

This paper is laid out as follows: first, in Section II, we introduce the possibility that there

is an energy regime in which the effective theory includes only the SM fields, a U(1)
�
gauge

field Z
�
, and the field(s) φ responsible for the U(1)

�
breaking, with an effective Lagrangian

of the form

L = LSM + LZ�,φ + Lhigher dim. − λ|H|2|φ|2. (1)

Here LSM has the ordinary fields and couplings of the SM Lagrangian, LZ�,φ consists of

terms involving φ and Z
�
but no SM fields, and Lhigher dim. consists of non-renormalizable

operators that couple Z
�
and φ to SM fields. The idea is simply that the SM fields are not

charged under the U(1)
�
and so couple to the Z

�
only through higher-dimension operators.

In this case we say that the theory has an effective Z
�
. In Section II we also present a

renormalizable UV completion that generates the Z
�
couplings to SM fields. As indicated

above, the φ particle(s) can couple in a renormalizable fashion through the Higgs portal.

This coupling is interesting in its own right, but will not be the focus of our attention.

In Section III we discuss various phenomena that can be accommodated in effective Z
�

models. We show how the tree-level exchange of a flavor violating Z
�
can lead to CP violation

in Bs − B̄s mixing and thus explain the D0 same-sign dimuon asymmetry [3]. We illustrate

how the feature in the dijet spectrum in the recent CDF [4] analysis of Wjj events may be

explained by WZ
�
production. However, we point out that Z

�
explanations appear to be in

slight tension with UA2 dijet searches, and also propose alternative channels that should be

searched in at the Tevatron to help confirm, or deny, whether the excess is consistent with

any model involving WX production, where X decays to dijets. The final example we use

to demonstrate the Z
�
setup is the top FB asymmetry measured at CDF [5]. In this case

there are non-trivial constraints on an effective Z
�
explanation from measurements of the

3

SM “effectively” charged under U(1)�

cij
M2

(q̄iγ
µqj)(φ∗Dµφ) ⊃ g�

cij
M2

(q̄iγ
µqj)(φ∗Z �

µφ)
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(Toy) UV Model

rate for single top, like-sign tops and the total tt̄ production cross section. In Section IV

we discuss the application of effective Z �s in the realm of dark matter (DM). For instance

if the coupling of DM to the SM is through Z � exchange then the couplings to protons

and neutrons become free parameters, as does the ratio of the spin-dependent to the spin-

independent cross section. Finally, in Section V we conclude.

II. AN EFFECTIVE Z �

The common approaches [6] to adding a Z � to the SM, e.g. gauging B−L, convert Yukawa

couplings into non-renormalizable operators, and require the addition of massive fermions,

often with complicated charges, to cancel anomalies. However, there is another approach

that avoids these complications. One simply adds the following operator to the SM,

(M−2)ij q̄iγµq
jφ∗Dµφ ⊃ (M−2)ij q̄iγµq

jφ∗Z �µφ . (2)

Here φ is a scalar field whose vev breaks the U(1)�, and (M−2)ij is a matrix of couplings

with mass-dimension equal to −2. This operator “effectively” charges the SM fields under

the new gauge group, but anomaly cancellation is manifest within the effective theory, and

the renormalizable couplings of the SM are preserved.

This prompts us to ask: are there any differences between this theory and one in which

we allow arbitrary charges, while deferring issues related to anomalies and Yukawas to a

higher scale? We will address this question within a specific UV completion.

We begin with a toy model of a single generation of SM quarks q, uncharged under the

U(1)�. We include a pair of quarks Q and Qc, where Q has identical SM charges to the q,

but also carries U(1)� charge +1, while Qc is its vectorlike partner, canceling anomalies. We

include the Lagrangian terms

L ⊃ −µQQc − yφqQc. (3)

The first term provides a mass for the Q fields, while the second term, which we refer to

as a φ-kawa coupling (to distinguish from the SM Yukawas) generates a mass term between

the SM quark fields and the heavy quarks. When the U(1)� breaks, these terms provide a

missing partner mechanism, such that the mass eigenstates are

Q̃ = cos θQ+ sin θq q̃ = − sin θQ+ cos θq, (4)

4

New “         v”  coupling mixes states
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where

sin θ =
y�φ��

µ2 + y2�φ�2
(5)

determines the mixing angle.

The kinetic term for the field that mixes with q is

Q̄ /DQ ⊃ g� sin2 θZ �
µ
¯̃qγµq̃. (6)

Using (5) and expanding in powers of �φ�, we recognize the leading term as the original

operator of (2) with φ set to its vev, and we see the effective coupling of the Z � is geff =

g� sin2 θ. The mass of the heavy quark can be written as

MQ̃ =
y/

√
2

g� sin θ
MZ� =

y/
√
2�

g�geff
MZ� , (7)

where we have used MZ� =
√
2g��φ�.

We can generalize this UV completion to involve multiple quarks qi, but we instantly see

three important elements that distinguish this from a usual Z �.

• The effective coupling is bounded from above by g�, but can otherwise take on any,

even seemingly anomalous, value.

• Since only one linear combination of qi enters into the expression in (6), the rank of

the matrix (M−2)ij is set by the number of heavy quarks Qi.

• Given the bound geff < g�, (7) tells us that new quarks must appear in the theory at

some scale below ∼ 4πMZ�/geff .

The first observation makes intuitive sense, but is not obvious from (2). The latter two are

important predictions that allow one to explicitly test whether the SM fields genuinely carry

additional charges, or only have “effective” charges in the low energy effective theory.

Similar approaches have been explored previously. For example, [7–9] considered charging

new heavy fields in addition to the SM fields under a Z �, with the final couplings determined

by the initial charges and mixing. The important difference here being that we do not charge

the SM fields, and only couple through NR operators. This scenario can be motivated from

more elaborate models, however. Extra dimensional theories have SM fields charged under

5
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5

]

geff
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(Toy) UV Model
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Effective Z’ approach

Only add vector-like matter in SM reps.
Which reps. determine which            allowed
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• The effective coupling is bounded from above by g�, but can otherwise take on any,

even seemingly anomalous, value.

• Since only one linear combination of qi enters into the expression in (6), the rank of

the matrix (M−2)ij is set by the number of heavy quarks Qi.

• Given the bound geff < g�, (7) tells us that new quarks must appear in the theory at

some scale below ∼ 4πMZ�/geff .
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can lead to flavour violation

rate for single top, like-sign tops and the total tt̄ production cross section. In Section IV

we discuss the application of effective Z �s in the realm of dark matter (DM). For instance

if the coupling of DM to the SM is through Z � exchange then the couplings to protons

and neutrons become free parameters, as does the ratio of the spin-dependent to the spin-

independent cross section. Finally, in Section V we conclude.

II. AN EFFECTIVE Z �

The common approaches [6] to adding a Z � to the SM, e.g. gauging B−L, convert Yukawa

couplings into non-renormalizable operators, and require the addition of massive fermions,

often with complicated charges, to cancel anomalies. However, there is another approach

that avoids these complications. One simply adds the following operator to the SM,

(M−2)ij q̄iγµq
jφ∗Dµφ ⊃ (M−2)ij q̄iγµq

jφ∗Z �µφ . (2)

Here φ is a scalar field whose vev breaks the U(1)�, and (M−2)ij is a matrix of couplings

with mass-dimension equal to −2. This operator “effectively” charges the SM fields under

the new gauge group, but anomaly cancellation is manifest within the effective theory, and

the renormalizable couplings of the SM are preserved.

This prompts us to ask: are there any differences between this theory and one in which

we allow arbitrary charges, while deferring issues related to anomalies and Yukawas to a

higher scale? We will address this question within a specific UV completion.

We begin with a toy model of a single generation of SM quarks q, uncharged under the

U(1)�. We include a pair of quarks Q and Qc, where Q has identical SM charges to the q,

but also carries U(1)� charge +1, while Qc is its vectorlike partner, canceling anomalies. We

include the Lagrangian terms

L ⊃ −µQQc − yφqQc. (3)

The first term provides a mass for the Q fields, while the second term, which we refer to

as a φ-kawa coupling (to distinguish from the SM Yukawas) generates a mass term between

the SM quark fields and the heavy quarks. When the U(1)� breaks, these terms provide a

missing partner mechanism, such that the mass eigenstates are

Q̃ = cos θQ+ sin θq q̃ = − sin θQ+ cos θq, (4)

4

Good and bad.....

many Z �
s (the KK resonances). A fermion field in the bulk, with a different profile from

the KK modes can couple to many of them. The effective Z �
scenario can be thought of as

a “deconstruction” [10] of this down to a one-site model. Regardless of the motivation, we

shall see that this setup allows for a wide range of interesting phenomenology.

A. Flavor and New Gauge Interactions

Since the effective charges of the SM fields are not dictated by anomaly cancellation, or

even a sense of “natural” rational charge ratios, they can contribute a wide range of flavor

violating observables - for better or worse. Indeed, if we assume no flavor structure and

weak-scale suppression, such operators are strongly excluded by any number of observables.

However, there is an approximate flavor symmetry of the SM, and so we should see whether

such flavor concerns are forced upon us.

A simple examination of the effective theory shows that this is not the case. If we assume

that the new physics respects the approximate SU(3)
5
flavor symmetry of the SM (which

is broken by the Yukawas), then the leading operators are flavor preserving. The leading

flavor violating Z �
couplings are

f̄λfλ
†
fγµfφ

∗Dµφ (8)

where f = ec, uc, dc, l. For all but l, the diagonalization of the Yukawas will also diagonal-

ize these terms, leaving no remaining FCNCs. For l, we expect a negligible piece arising

proportional to the neutrino masses.

For q, the situation is somewhat different, as we must consider the operators

q̄(λuλ
†
u + λdλ

†
d)γµqφ

∗Dµφ . (9)

Diagonalizing the up components of q leaves an operator

1

v2
ūLVCKMM2

dV
†
CKMγµuLφ

∗Dµφ (10)

while for the down components, we have

1

v2
d̄LV

†
CKMM2

uVCKMγµdLφ
∗Dµφ (11)

which can lead to dangerous contributions, such as to K̄ − K mixing as in Figure 1. The

mass and CKM suppressions are analogous to that for that of the usual GIM mechanism
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1

v2
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∗Dµφ (10)

while for the down components, we have

1

v2
d̄LV

†
CKMM2

uVCKMγµdLφ
∗Dµφ (11)

WHICH CAN LEAD TO DANGEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS, SUCH AS TO

K̄ − K MIXING AS IN FIGURE 1. HOWEVER, SINCE THERE MUST BE

TWO INSERTIONS OF THIS OPERATOR THE MASS AND CKM SUP-

PRESSIONS ARE HIGHER ORDER THAN THAT OF THE USUAL GIM

MECHANISM (m4
c VS m2

c − m2
s), AND SO THIS RATE IS SUPPRESSED.

FURTHERMORE, IF THE COUPLING IS GENERATED AT LOOP LEVEL,

THEN FIGURE 1 IS EFFECTIVELY A TWO-LOOP PROCESS, MAKING IT

EASILY SAFE COMPARED TO THE SM CONTRIBUTION. Thus, while flavor

d̄

s

s̄

d

FIG. 1. A Z � mediated FCNC.

violating terms are possible, it is natural for them to be small.

We additionally must consider flavor conserving (but distinguishing) corrections, such as

q̄yuy
†
uγµqh

∗Dµh (12)

which can be large for the third generation. We will discuss these terms in the context of

specific scenarios.

B. Kinetic Mixing

At tree level effective Z � models can be built to be hadrophobic, hadrophilic or neither,

simply by the types of φ-kawas that can be written down. At loop level, however, we generally

7

∝ m4
c
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Q

Z � γexpect the Z �
to couple to all SM fermions. Consider, for instance, the situation where

φ-kawas are only allowed between SM quarks and heavy vectorlike quarks, a hadrophilic

model. The vectorlike quarks are charged under both hypercharge and the U(1)
�
and so

kinetic mixing of these two U(1)’s is induced,

L ⊃ −1

4
ZµνZ

µν − 1

4
AµνA

µν − 1

4
bµνb

µν
+

χ

2
bµν(cwA

µν − swZ
µν
)

−1

2
M2

Z�bµb
µ − 1

2
M2

ZZµZ
µ

(13)

where b is the U(1)
�
gauge field, and we have worked in the mass basis for the SM photon

and Z, after EW symmetry is broken. The kinetic mixing term is marginal and receives

contributions from physics at all scales above the mass of the particle in the loop. All fields

charged under both U(1)’s contribute, and in the unbroken theory the mixing coefficient is,

χ =
gY g�

16π2
trQYQ

�
log

Λ2

µ2
. (14)

Thus, the logarithmic divergence in χ is not present if there is a second pair of vectorlike

quarks, Q̃, Q̃c
, that have opposite charge to Q, Qc

under U(1)
�
. They need not mix with the

SM fields. As we discuss below, this situation naturally arises when the U(1)
�
is embedded

in a non-abelian group.

By shifts in the photon (Aµ = Ãµ + cwχbµ) and Z (Zµ = Z̃µ − swχbµ) we can remove the

kinetic mixing terms, but the mass terms are no longer diagonal. Finally, we can go to the

mass eigenstate basis and determine the couplings of these mass eigenstates to the fermion

currents Jem, JZ and JZ� .

Consider, for instance, the case in which the Z �
is leptophobic at tree level. The Z �−lepton

couplings generated by the loop-induced kinetic mixing are contained in

e

cw
χZ �

µ

�
c2wJ

µ
em − M2

Z�

M2
Z� −M2

Z

Jµ
Z

�
, (15)

where we work to leading order in χ, and where Jµ
Z =

�
f (T3 − Qs2w)f̄γ

µf and Jµ
em =

�
f Qf̄γµf are the gauge currents associated with Z and γ respectively. This Z �

has sup-

pressed branching ratios to leptons but it is still possible to search for it in a di-lepton

resonance at the Tevatron and LHC.

Similarly, kinetic mixing leads to shifts in the couplings between the SM Z and any SM

fields that mix with the vectorlike matter charged under the U(1)
�
. The modified couplings

8
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Z � γ

Removing kinetic mixing and going to mass basis
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arise from the term

g�χ
swM2

Z�

M2
Z� −M2

Z

Jµ
Z�Zµ , (16)

once the fermion mixing has been taken into account and the SM component of JZ� has been

identified.

C. Non-Abelian Sectors and Isospin Violation

Note that while we have focused on U(1)� (Abelian) models, it is trivial to employ the

same technique for non-Abelian models, so long as the structure of the fields breaking the

Z � group allow the presence of a φ-kawa. For instance, we can consider an SU(N) group,

under which we have fields Q and Q̄ transforming as an N and N̄ , and a field φ transforming

as an N . We can write φqQ̄ just as before, which will yield the operator in (2) precisely as

before. As one enlarges the Z � group, the number of fields contributing to SM β functions

increases, and if too much matter is added the theory will be driven into a non-perturbative

regime. However, the embedding into a larger group eliminates the presence of any kinetic

mixing, as a non-Abelian group cannot mix renormalizably with a U(1). Only S-parameter

type operators F Y
µνφ

iφ∗
jb

jµν
i /µ2 are generated (with i, j labeling SU(N) gauge indices), and

these should be small and thus safer from precision constraints.

This basic idea can be extended to more complicated scenarios. For instance, consider

the intriguing possibility of a gauged SU(3)�, with a set of fields φj
i transforming as (3, 3̄)

under SU(3)� and the approximate (global) SU(3)flavor of the SM. The φ vevs then break

this down to the diagonal subgroup. The presence of φj
iq

iQ̄j (where i labels the flavor group

and j the gauge group) then generate an effective gauging of flavor, again without fretting

about anomalies.

Finally, we can even more exotic scenarios, such as ones involving isospin-violating cou-

plings. Isospin violation in coupling to left-handed quarks is a challenge, because they are

related by the SM SU(2). One possibility would be to mix the neutral component of the

SU(2) gauge bosons with a Z �, although this would lead to tree-level corrections to elec-

troweak precision operators, so any sizable coupling to SM fields would be challenging.

From the perspective of effective Z �s, these couplings can be achieved for instance through

9

e.g. leptophobic at tree-level becomes:

modified SM couplings

Can be removed by another pair of Q, non-mixing

(or non-abelian)
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Z �

χ

consider the vector-vector interaction, which we can compare with those of the SM.

We assume that the interaction is generated by mixing with a heavy quark of mass M

through a φ-kawa λ, where a vev v breaks the U(1). The natural size of the cross section is

σ ≈
16πα2

Z�µ
2
χNZ

2
eff

M4
Z�

sin
4 θ (66)

where Zeff is the effective charge of the nucleus, which can vary depending on the couplings

of the Z �
to ordinary matter (for comparison, the usual Higgs-mediated exchange has the

standard Z2
eff = A2

, while for SM Z exchange, Z2
eff ≈ ((A − Z) − 0.08Z)2). sin θ is the

mixing angle between the charged and uncharged quark states. µχN is the reduced mass of

the WIMP-nucleus system.

Since we know that MZ� = gv and sin θ ≈ λv/M we have
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Z�µ
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eff
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χN

M4
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Thus we see the important result that for O(1) φ-kawa couplings, the natural scale of the

interaction cross section is set by the mass of the heavy quarks, rather than the mass of

the Z �
. OF COURSE WE HAVE ASSUMED THAT THE QUARKS CAN BE

INTEGRATED OUT (SO ARE AT LEAST AS HEAVY AS THE Z �), BUT

THE Z � COULD BE MUCH HEAVIER. ???? Under the assumption that these fields

are weak scale, then the cross section is naturally weak scale as well. This is important,

because the standard σ0 (cross section per nucleon) for Z-exchange is ∼ 10
−39

cm
2
, while

current experiments are probing ranges as low as ∼ 10
−44

cm
2
. Thus, even for heavy (∼

TeV) charged quarks, the cross section can be as large or larger than what is expected for

Higgs exchange (∼ 10
−45

cm
2
). Moreover, a light WIMP interacting through an effective Z �

would have a much greater chance to be detected in a direct detection experiment, where

sensitivity to light particles typically requires cross sections 10
−42 − 10

−40
cm

2
. Moreover,

this relationship should hold even for WIMPs with couplings to light (∼ GeV mass) Z �
s.

This is qualitatively similar to the natural weak-scale cross section found in SUSY models

with kinetic mixing for U(1)’s [70].

But beyond the size of these couplings, there are a number of other salient features.

Assuming couplings to uc
, dc, and q fields, the couplings to protons and neutrons can be
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Fewer constraints, large Z’ invisible width

consider the vector-vector interaction, which we can compare with those of the SM.
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   ,    “free parameters”fp fn
expressed in terms of the couplings to quarks, ai, as

p̄

�
(2au + ad)γ

µ (1 + γ5)

2
+ 3aqγ

µ (1− γ5)

2

�
p (68)

n̄

�
(au + 2ad)γ

µ (1 + γ5)

2
+ 3aqγ

µ (1− γ5)

2

�
n. (69)

This means that proton and neutron couplings fp and fn are effectively free parameters.

This can have important implications for direct detection experiments, in particular if there

is destructive interference. For instance, for fn ≈ −0.7fp, the light DAMA and CoGeNT

regions overlap, while suppressing XENON signals by up to a factor of 100 (but does not

address CDMS constraints, which use Si and Ge) [70, 71]. In general, the relative sensitivity

of light versus heavy targets can be very sensitive to this destructive interference.

A second important point is the possibility of significant spin-dependent interactions.

Since the strength of these interactions is only somewhat below Z strength, we can reason-

ably have spin-dependent interactions which are just below Z strength, as well. However, in

for instance SUSY, it is requires significant tuning to generate SD couplings without sizable

SI couplings [72]. While this has been most studied in SUSY, the reasons are quite general -

to avoid over depleting the WIMP in the early universe, an SU(2) charged object must mix

with a neutral state. This mixing is achieved by a Higgs coupling of reasonable size, which

then mediates a significant SI interaction.

Here, however, the Z �, naturally heavier than the Z and with weaker couplings to SM

fields, need not have its coupling to the WIMP additionally suppressed, while a small Ma-

jorana mass term (presumably from some mixing with a U(1)� neutral state) is adequate

to suppress the vector-vector coupling, thus, a sizable SD can arise, and with unspecified

proton and neutron couplings ap and an.

Finally, we note that if the dark matter does have O(1) couplings to φ, then it can interact

with matter. Specifically, the quark masses depend on φ as

mq = m
0
q

�
1− 2vφλ2φ

λ2v2φ + µ2

�
≈ m

0
q

�
1− 2

√
2geffφ

MZ�

�
. (70)

One compares this with the usual relationship for a Higgs

mq = m
0
q

�
1 +

h

v

�
. (71)
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Of course, we do not expect φ to couple to all quarks, but we might still expect a cross

section

σφ ≈
α�
effM

2
W

αWM2
Z�

m4
h

m4
φ

× σh, (72)

where σh is a characteristic Higgs scattering cross section typically ∼ 10−45cm2 per nucleon.

Thus, even if the dark matter is a Majorana fermion, and has no spin-independent scattering

mediated by the Z �, the detection of an effective Z � would give insight into the φ-mediated

spin-independent cross section we might expect at a direct detection experiment.

C. Indirect Detection

In addition to direct detection experiments, dark matter can be detected through its

annihilation products. The annihilation through an effective Z � can give rise to different final

states, for instance τ+τ−, that might occur rarely in conventional annihilation modes. While

such models cannot avoid the usual helicity suppression for Majorana WIMPs annihilating

into SM fermions [73], it does create a number of interesting new possibilities.

To begin with, let us consider the case of WIMPs annihilating after solar capture. If the

coupling is dominantly to first generation quarks, then the light-flavor hadrons produced

in annihilation (π±) can stop in the solar interior before decaying, lowering the energy of

the resultant neutrinos and weakening limits compared with heavy flavor [74]. Similarly,

the Z � could be dominantly leptophilic, and if coupling to µ or e, would also produce no

interesting limits from solar capture. Such mechanisms to limit the solar capture signals can

be important in models where the capture rate is high, such as inelastic dark matter and

spin-dependent scattering, both of which can be realized with effective Z �s.

Effective Z �s can have interesting applications when considering the PAMELA/Fermi cos-

mic ray anomalies, as well. One now-conventional way to generate lepton-rich annihilation

final states from a heavy particle is to have the WIMP annihilate dominantly into light

( <∼ GeV) mediators, which decay to SM particles [68, 75]. Given the constraints from p̄

measurements, this is an important tool in many models that explain the positron excess

[76, 77]. Here, however, we can imagine a light Z � which couples dominantly to leptons sim-

ply by the nature of its couplings, realizing a more directly leptophilic model as conceived

by [78], providing a natural alternative to the kinetic mixing approach to light mediators.
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Wjj & effective Z’

cij
M2

(q̄iγ
µqj)(φ∗Dµφ) ⊃ g�

cij
M2

(q̄iγ
µqj)(φ∗Z �

µφ)q → qL

we must introduce 3 vectorlike pairs of quark doublets Qi, Qc
i and mix them with the SM

quarks in a flavor universal fashion. The additional terms in the Lagrangian are

L ⊃ −(µQc
iQi + λQc

iqiφ) . (50)

Using MadGraph [43] with CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions [44], we find that the

production cross section for WZ �
is 29 pb, for a 150 GeV Z �

whose couplings to left-handed

quarks are equal to 1. For the actual cross section to be around 4 pb, we therefore need

an effective coupling geff = g� sin2 θ ∼ 0.37, where g� is the U(1)
�
gauge coupling and θ

parametrizes the mixing between the left-handed SM quarks and the vector quarks.

Such a light Z �
is excluded, by Tevatron and others, if it has sizable couplings to leptons.

In the effective Z �
model with no massive vectorlike leptons such couplings are forbidden

at tree-level. The leading constraint then comes from the UA2 search for a dijet resonance.

Dijet searches at UA2 at
√
s = 630 GeV [45] constrain the production cross section for a

150 GeV Z �
that decays exclusively to qq to be below 121 pb at 90% CL. Tevatron dijet

constraints are not competitive at this mass [46]. Again using CTEQ6L1 PDFs, and taking

Q2
= M2

Z� , we find that for a 150 GeV Z �
that couples only to left-handed quarks with

coupling strength equal to one, the leading-order cross section for resonant production at

UA2 is 2,450 pb. This constrains geff to be below about 0.23, and thus the WZ �
cross

section at the Tevatron to be below about 1.4 pb. This is significantly less than the 4 pb

estimate given in the CDF paper, but may be consistent with what’s required for the lνjj

excess once all relevant uncertainties are taken into account.

If we allow the Z �
to have unequal couplings to uL and dL, the tension between the UA2

dijet constraint and the CDF excess is alleviated. Flipping the sign of the coupling to either

uL or dL (but not both) has no affect on the resonant production cross section, but does

affect the WZ �
production cross section at the Tevatron, because there are two interfering

tree-level diagrams for a given partonic initial state, one with an exchanged u-quark in t-

channel and one with an exchanged d-quark. Holding the magnitudes of the Z �
couplings

to quarks fixed at the value that saturates the UA2 bound, the WZ �
cross section at the

Tevatron jumps from 1.4 pb to 5.2 pb with a sign flip, more than large enough to explain the

lνjj excess. We get a similar result when we perform the analogous exercise for a Z �
whose

couplings are proportional to those of the Z in the SM (in which case the couplings to uL

and dL do have opposite sign). If the Z �
couples only to dL the exercise gives an even larger
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cij ∝ δijFlavour constraints imply

UV model respects flavour SU(3)
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√
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Z� , we find that for a 150 GeV Z �
that couples only to left-handed quarks with

coupling strength equal to one, the leading-order cross section for resonant production at

UA2 is 2,450 pb. This constrains geff to be below about 0.23, and thus the WZ �
cross

section at the Tevatron to be below about 1.4 pb. This is significantly less than the 4 pb

estimate given in the CDF paper, but may be consistent with what’s required for the lνjj

excess once all relevant uncertainties are taken into account.

If we allow the Z �
to have unequal couplings to uL and dL, the tension between the UA2

dijet constraint and the CDF excess is alleviated. Flipping the sign of the coupling to either

uL or dL (but not both) has no affect on the resonant production cross section, but does

affect the WZ �
production cross section at the Tevatron, because there are two interfering

tree-level diagrams for a given partonic initial state, one with an exchanged u-quark in t-

channel and one with an exchanged d-quark. Holding the magnitudes of the Z �
couplings

to quarks fixed at the value that saturates the UA2 bound, the WZ �
cross section at the

Tevatron jumps from 1.4 pb to 5.2 pb with a sign flip, more than large enough to explain the

lνjj excess. We get a similar result when we perform the analogous exercise for a Z �
whose

couplings are proportional to those of the Z in the SM (in which case the couplings to uL

and dL do have opposite sign). If the Z �
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Wjj & effective Z’

Q around the corner?

include the Lagrangian terms

L ⊃ −µQQc − λφqQc. (3)

The first term provides a mass for the Q fields, while the second term, which we refer to

as a φ-kawa coupling (to distinguish from the SM Yukawas) generates a mass term between

the SM quark fields and the heavy quarks. When the U(1)� breaks, these terms provide a

missing partner mechanism, such that the mass eigenstates are

Q̃ = cos θQ+ sin θq q̃ = − sin θQ+ cos θq, (4)

where

sin θ =
λ�φ��

µ2 + λ2�φ�2
(5)

determines the mixing angle.

The kinetic term for the field that mixes with q is

Q̄ /DQ ⊃ g� sin2 θZ �
µ
¯̃qγµq̃. (6)

Using (5) and expanding in powers of �φ�, we recognize the leading term as the original

operator of (2) with φ set to its vev, and we see the effective coupling of the Z � is geff =

g� sin2 θ. The mass of the heavy quark can be written as

MQ̃ =
λ/

√
2

g� sin θ
MZ� =

λ/
√
2�

g�geff
MZ� , (7)

where we have used MZ� =
√
2g��φ�.

We can generalize this UV completion to involve multiple quarks qi, but we instantly see

three important elements that distinguish this from a usual Z �.

• The effective coupling is bounded from above by g�, but can otherwise take on any,

even seemingly anomalous, value.

• Since only one linear combination of qi enters into the expression in (6), the rank of

the matrix (M−2)ij is set by the number of heavy quarks Qi.

• Given the bound geff < g�, (7) tells us that new quarks must appear in the theory at

some scale below ∼ 4πMZ�/geff .

5

Q

q

f̄

f
Z �(∗)

FIG. 5. The decay of a heavy field (shown here as a Q) can proceed through off- or on-shell Z � to

two body final states.

proceed through an off- or on-shell Z �
, but results in interesting three-body final states that

reconstruct to the original Q invariant masses.

There is the obvious possibility of three-jet resonances, which if pair-produced through

strong interactions will have signatures similar to SUSY with hadronic R-parity violation.

Here it is possible for dijets within the trijet resonance to show structure as well. Moreover,

unlike SUSY, the heavy Q fields could be singly produced, and may show up in searches for

fourth generations, decaying through hadronic channels.

An exciting possibility that arises would be the scenario where the Z �
decays leptonically,

where final states such as jl+l− can reconstruct to invariant masses, even when the dilepton

pair does not (i.e., when the Z �
is offshell). Thus, to search for effective Z �

s, one ought

to search not only for two body final states (evidence for the Z �
) but also three body final

states (evidence for the physics that produces the effective couplings).

In summary, effective Z �
interactions provide a natural way to realize the phenomenology

of Z �
s at the LHC and Tevatron, but without the theoretical problems of conventional Z �

models. As the energy and luminosity of the LHC march forward, such scenarios provide

an exciting avenue to be pursued.
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Conclusions

•Z’ very natural extension of SM, but adding one often 
feels very unnatural
•removes many nice SM features
•introduces weird matter content

•Keep nice features of SM, add Z’ through effective 
operators
•UV completion is simple, vectorlike matter in SM reps. 
mixes with SM states
•Tree-level couplings determined by vectorlike content
•New states to see at colliders
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